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The Tampa Bay Chapter of the Public
Relations Society of America (PRSA)
was chartered in 1964 and is one of
the state’s largest professional organizations for public relations practitioners, serving more than 160 members
across West Central Florida.
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HOLIDAYS!
from the team

J

ust to get everyone in the proper holiday spirit we
visited Metropolitan Ministries and spent a few hours
volunteering. The need is year round, but especially
so during this special time of year. If you weren’t able to
attend, see event coverage inside.
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President’s
Message
by Nicole
Andriso
To enjoy the interactive content of
our newsletters, install the latest
version of Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Hilited copy indicates a live link.

The End of the Beginning
When Tampa Bay PRSA past president Mary Haban approached me to
serve as her president-elect in 2008,

I won’t lie – I hesitated. My first
thought was: Can I handle the work?
Can I keep the good momentum going and uphold the ethics and passion
that other presidents exhibited before
me? Who’s even going to listen to
me?
These insecurities quickly faded
and I realized this was the path I
was meant to take. So I got excited,
kept my passion, made plans for
2010… then I lost my job. As much

continued on page 2

continued from page 1

Chapter
Survey In
by Missy Hurley
Thank you to all who completed the
recent member survey. The survey
results will inform the chapter’s activities and services for next year, and
help the chapter find ways to provide
value.
Some highlights from the survey: Networking opportunities and annual
professional development seminars
are very or extremely important Job center/job leads, Accreditation
programs and access to information
in the field are extremely important - Morning and lunch meetings
in Tampa are preferred - Hot topics
include: SEO, measurement & evaluation, social media, public affairs,
marketing and marketing communications
The survey results informed and
shaped the discussions at the 2011
leadership team’s meeting on December 2 to actively plan for next year.
The leadership team set chapter goals
for 2011 and brainstormed new ways
to provide value to chapter members.
Many new ideas were discussed,
and expect to see chapter favorites
like the annual professional development seminar and media roundtable
breakfast this year along with some
new and exciting member opportunities! Mark your calendar for the first
event of 2011 – the Ultimate Mixer
on January 27.
If you didn’t have a chance to complete the survey, but have suggestions
for consideration, please contact
me at Missy@BayviewPR.com or
727.895.5030 ext 103.

as I didn’t want to believe that I let
my job define me, it absolutely did.
I was really good at working in PR,
what the heck was I going to do in
this economy? Better yet, what kind
of PR person leads a 160+ member
professional society and doesn’t have
a job? So I did what any smart businesswoman would do: I made a plan
to get a job.
That ultimately led me to open my
own business, NEA Group, which
has provided me with more happiness
and excitement than I knew existed
in the working world. And I couldn’t
have done it without the support and
friendship of my PRSA colleagues.
This, my friends, is what belonging
to PRSA is all about.
I just want to take a moment to say
thank you to everyone involved in
the Tampa Bay Chapter of PRSA this
year – my smart, insightful board,
and our dedicated committee chairs
and their teams. Most of all – thank
you to all the PRSA members who
attended our monthly events and supported us during a difficult year. We
constantly tried to keep you in mind
and show the value PRSA brings to
your life. I hope we succeeded.

Surf On Over —
Find Out What’s New

Need find out about the
latest meeting, chapter
project, or job postings?
Just point your mouse to
prsatampabay.org. We
also update on facebook,
LinkedIn and twitter to best
meet our members needs
for staying connected.

Missy Hurley (L) accepts the chapter
gavel from Nicole Andriso (R) at the
December leadership retreat.
And with that, I wish my talented
successor, Missy Hurley, all the best
in her year as the 2011 President of
PRSA Tampa Bay.
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PRSA International Conference
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Editor Angela Walters
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Production John Siebenthaler
john@siebenthalercreative.com
siebenthalercreative.com
twitter: @cafe_racer

Stay Connected
If you’re reading someone else’s copy,
just signup to receive your own.

PRSA
International
Conference

Got News? Please Share
newsletter@prsatampabay.org
We need your PR themed information
— personnel changes, client news,
firm or professional awards, contact
changes, openings, new business
wins — to keep our chapter informed
about members and the community
informed about PRSA.

Chapter Web Site
Visit PRSATampaBay.org for events,
chapter information, job listings and
more.
Built with Adobe Creative Suite.
Best enjoyed with Adobe Reader.

The Power of Progress
by Dana Blickensderfer

This phrase served as the conference theme for the 2010 PRSA International
Conference, an annual event held to unite professionals nationwide for a common purpose: to advance the practice of public relations. As a young professional, attending this conference was a valuable opportunity to connect, share
and learn with industry colleagues in an open forum. It is imperative for
anyone wanting to embark on a career in public relations to keep informed on
issues and trends in the profession, which is why I am a member of PRSA.
The theme and location of the conference, which was hosted in Washington,
D.C., had special significance. Our founding fathers were some of the best communicators in our nation’s history and through their collaboration, they built the
foundation on which we stand today. As professional communicators, we must
be effective in our communities and organizations to create strong foundations
and long-term success.

continued on page 7
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Lisa Stone (blogher.com)
captivated the audience
with her story of creating a
successful new media site
out of shared experiences.

Social
Media
Leaving Farmville
photo©john siebenthaler

What emerged after a speed-date
format six-plus hours of presentations and Q&As was a promising
landscape populated with familiar
editorial concepts and freshly minted
journalism constructs. For PR practitioners, recently touted as the natural
inheritors to a throne long occupied
by advertising, the exploratory road
maps served up could be invaluable to a profession that continues to
struggle with the techniques of effective deployment.

Poynter Embraces Social Media
story & photos by John Siebenthaler
(ST. PETERSBURG) Do you — or
your clients — utilize social media
professionally? Then you probably
know it’s not all about facebook
pokes, or tweeting personal dilemmas
that arise from having to choose between Frosted Flakes or Cocoa Puffs.
According to their mission statement,
The Poynter Institute’s dedicated to
teaching and inspiring journalists and
media leaders. Such was the case last
November 5 when their inaugural
Social Media Day collected some of
the medium’s top talents for a fascinating day long event that, rather
than offering up Top 10 lists of how
to attract new followers, focused on
the other side of the digital communications coin — how to marry social
media’s distribution clout with the
commercial needs of communicators
(journalists) which, by definition,
includes the field of public relations
practitioners.

Word of The Day: Curate
The theme throughout seemed to be
the significant challenge of creating
and improving media and methods
to reach or define a new audience. Or
community, the preferred reference
that takes into account interactivity.
Ellyn Angelotti (top) monitors twitter
(#p35) flow during the presentations.
Poynter’s IT staff (bottom) put it all
together with laptops running on Red
Bull and Firewire.

Presenters included familiar names
from the serendipitous viral landscape, bloggers, new media editors,
thought leaders and site creators,
discussing personal exeriences and
offering opinions on how best to lecontinued on page 5
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trust and mutual interest. At the same
time, concepts like intersect have
considerable PR potential far beyond
simple amusement.

continued from page 4

verage communication talent against
the tremendous need to deliver ROI.
Lisa Stone’s popular and growing
fem-centric site Blogher is a powerful example of how viewer metrics
are used to define, then achieve goals.
The way her team treats research
shows they’ve found a way to capture
lightning in a bottle. She cited the
startup’s near immediate profitability,
thanks to advertisers who’ve been
quick to recognize the potential.

Presenters included Janis Krums,
whose viral cell phone shot of US
Air’s Hudson River crash first ignited
twitter. Also on hand: David Devore,
of David After Dentist fame.
One Site For All
Jim Spanfeller resigned his CEO
position at Forbes.com last July to
launch Spanfeller Media Group
(spanfellergroup.net). He was onhand
to share insider details for his startup
thedailymeal.com, built on curated,
contributed and original content trying to stake a claim in the hot marketplace of online culinary destinations.
Spanfeller brought up a recurring
theme — how will sites survive, let
alone prosper, in an online world of
aggregation and killer media like
facebook?
He referenced the dollars and cents
side of attracting venture capital
for his formidable vision — a site
viewers never leave, instead having
their predictive interests peeled off
and served directly, seamlessly and
continuously.

Charlene Li addresses the audience
via skype. (Click to play)
Charlene Li (charleneli.com), one of a
handful of consensus (her bestseller
“Groundswell” is consistently cited
as a social marketing must read) engagement experts, addressed the open
leadership approach to the newly
defined area of social commerce.

It might follow that by knowing with
certainty where, and how, to aim
messages in an endless universe of
lookalikes is the new definition of
success. Bob Garfield tackles this
new landscape in his December 8
column for Ad Age.
Journalism’s Hope: Social’s Potential
The Poynter P35 project delivered
real hope for anyone concerned with
communication’s professional future
in a publishing environment where
every reader also has their own press
and a global reach.

As if to demonstrate, her skype
delivered comments and Q&A
followup were very much Max
Headroom-ish in format, a style the
new media visionary used to lay out
her global view of the impact that’s
being exerted on both corporations
and governments as social expands
exponentially.
Intersect: Where Were You, When?
Monica Guzman’s intersect.com may
be journalism’s future home, existing
on her unique startup site built on
where in time do you want to visit
intersections.
It’s an intriguing original concept
that seems to embody community in
a facebook way, but without the overt
conditional hostility. Maps, copy,
art - all are part of a larger matrix of
location-oriented search that defines
content geographically within a
flexible, user selected timeline.
PR Must Learn The Tools
What’s this mean for public relations strategists? What’s it mean for
implementation? Exceptional sites
like Blogher are built on a delicate
recipe of organic content and current
technology, capable of attracting and
retaining audience/community by
creating the gold standard of social
media: a personal bond based on
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Ellyn Angelotti, (L) Faculty, Digital
Trends and Social Media, and Megan
Willoughby (R) are the young guns
who successfully led Poynter’s first
social media meetup.
Sick of Powerpoint? Raise Your Hand
One of the neat tricks to come out of
Poynter’s Social Media Day was the
use of cloud presentation software
Prezi by Mashable’s Vadim Lavrusik
for his pres on exploiting revenue
streams in SocMe.
BecausePrezi uses a browser interface, content can be edited from anywhere there’s an online connection
using just about any platform. Graphic treatments are snappy, and the
motion triggers work great for large
and small audiences. Three plans are
offered, beginning with free.
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Send us your PR‑themed
names, news, pics and
links. We’ll make sure you
get noticed.

Nicole Andriso
NEA Group
Congratulations
to our 2010
Chapter President Nicole Andriso for her
recognition as a 2010 Up &
Comer by the Tampa Bay
Business Journal!
The award is presented
annually to Tampa Bay
business professionals who

demonstrate strong leadership skills and community involvement. Out of a
record 250 applicants, 53
were chosen to represent in
the “Under 30” and “Under
40” categories.
In addition to her PRSA
activities, Andriso manages her own independent
consulting business, NEA
Group, working with

Pinellas County Shines

Dali Touted On Discovery Canada
by Mary Haban
PRSA’s Immediate Past President
Mary Haban continues to stay busy
in her role promoting Pinellas County
as a premiere tourist destination.
On a recent trip to Toronto, she successfully secured a high-profile segment for the opening of the new Dali’
Museum on the Discovery Channel
Canada.
With nearly 5 million viewers, this
broadcast will help boost tourism
and the Dali’s popularity around the
world.
Tampa architectural firm HOK will
also share the spotlight for their
unique design. Architect Yann Weymouth will be featured in the nearly
10-minute segment as he takes view-

ers through the vision he saw as both
a tribute and celebration of artwork of
the famed Salvador Dali’.

John Siebenthaler
Siebenthaler Creative
Web design, brand development, public relations and
collateral for fitness client
Your Pilates Lifestyle
(yourpilateslifestyle.com) in Seminole, (Pinellas County) Florida.
The Power Pilates certified studio
will utilize a blend of traditional and
new/social media concepts to develop
community relationships in a very
competitive market that caters to age
groups ranging from millennials to
boomers.
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clients ranging from home
health care and law firms
to venture capital groups.
She also contributes pro
bono services to organizations including the Junior
League of Tampa and St.
John Greek Orthodox
Church.
Congratulations Nicole!

In The Spotlight: Todd Rogers
Member Since 1988
My, how time flies! It seems like
only yesterday I was participating
in national PRSSA competitions,
graduating from the University of
Louisiana at Monroe and relocating
to the Tampa Bay area (thank goodness local relatives let me crash in a
spare room).
One of my first steps was to join
PRSA, and it turned out – not surprisingly – to be a great one. I immediately volunteered for several committees, networking along the way,
and soon found work at the Tampa/
Hillsborough Convention and Visitors Association (now Tampa Bay &
Company).
A few years later, my PRSA involvement helped me land a job at GTE.
I had volunteered for the Chapter’s
Public Service Committee and
developed a working friendship with
the Committee’s Chairperson, who
soon hired me to do media relations
and special events. A few years after
this, another GTE/PRSA colleague
called and helped me land a marcom
job at one of the company’s wireless
divisions, now known as Syniverse
Technologies.
So I am “social proof” that if you get
involved, doors will open for you!
And it’s not just about finding a job.
PRSA has been a terrific professional
development and leadership venue for
me.
continued on page 7

New Board Takes Helm

The 2011 executive board includes:

Newly elected executive officers and
board members were recognized at
the leadership retreat, held Dec 2 at
The Heights in Tampa.

President: Missy Hurley
Principal & Account Director
Bayview Public Relations
President-Elect: Angela Walters
Online Communities Specialist
Everest University
Secretary: Noelle Anderson, APR
Principal
True Blue Communications
New to the board:
Mike Flanagan (L),
SVP
Weber Shandwick.

Missy Hurley (L) and Noelle
Anderson (R) outline the results of
the recent membership survey.

Mike joins the following Board members in
leading the chapter:

continued from page 6

continued from page 3

Over the years, I have polished my
professional skills by co-leading or
serving on our Chapter’s Public Service (twice), Events (twice) and Annual Dinner & Awards Committees.
For the past 18 months I’ve also assisted with the Chapter’s Independent
Practitioner’s luncheons. And since
January, I’ve co-led our Chapter’s
Strategic Planning Committee, where
we’ve recently obtained Board approval on our first five-year strategic
plan – a big, worthwhile step that will
benefit all members and programs
moving forward.

The session topics covered the latest insights into our ever-changing
profession, including new digital
tools, tactics for increasing ROI and
strategies for creating higher awareness in our communities. Digital
thought leaders also shared innovative techniques for improving current
practices. As a young professional, I
enjoyed hearing the advice of more
experienced colleagues. Overall,
social media was the hottest topic as
companies shared their successes and
failures, and discussed new tools.

Each and every one of these volunteer
opportunities has resulted in something positive for my professional career. I hope this type of insight helps
you reach out and get involved like so
many others.
If you’re new to the Chapter and simply need a “meeting-buddy” to help
introduce you to other members at an
upcoming Chapter event, don’t hesitate to contact me at 813-919-5029.
If you’d like to learn more about web
marketing and SEO, follow me on
Twitter at twitter.com/CToddRogers.

I most appreciated the comradery, or
sense of “family”, that I felt during the conference as our industry
gathered together in one place for
a common purpose. Overall, it was
very inspiring and a memorable
experience.
This annual conference is important in building a strong foundation
for the future of our profession and
I hope to attend for many years to
come.
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Marie Cirelli
Public Relations Specialist
Bayfront Medical Center
John Dunn, APR
Dir. of Communications
Tampa General Hospital
Diane Jones, APR
President, DJ Public Relations
Kelly Prieto, APR
VP
Hayworth Creative Public Relations
Nicole Andriso, Principal, NEA
Group, will continue to serve the
chapter as Immediate Past President.
David F. Cotten, APR, Fellow PRSA,
facilitated the nominations and elections process.

Welcome New Members!
Karen Allen
Information Manager
Gemini Industries Inc
Emily Carbone
Public Relations Account Executive
Paradise Advertising & Marketing
Mary Kay Hollingsworth
VISN 8 Communications Manager
Department of Veterans Affairs
Carla Jones
Dir. of Mkgt., PR, & Social Media
The Law Offices of Ron Sholes

The Ultimate Mixer
Tampa Bay’s next
Ultimate Mixer is
scheduled for the
Dale Mabry Green
Iguana in Tampa,
January 27 from 5:30-8:00 pm.
Admission: one canned or boxed
food item or $5. All donations go to
Feeding America (formerly Second
Harvest).

PRSA Members Help Spread Christmas Cheer
Chapter Volunteers Visit Tampa’s Metropolitan Ministries

Neuromarketing or Subliminal?
PRSA Takes A Position
editors note: Neuromarketing has
been debated for a number of years.
In 2008 Ad Age posted a 3-minute
video questioning whether the concept could deliver. Last month Fast
Company claimed neuromarketing
was responsible for the GOP’s midterm successes. The New York Times
piece is skeptical of the process.
PRSA had a letter to the editor of
the The New York Times published
Nov. 21, 2010, in response to a Nov.
14 New York Times Sunday Business
article on the emerging practice of
neuromarketing.

To the Editor: November 20, 2010
Re “Making Ads That Whisper to the
Brain” (Slipstream, Nov. 14), which
described the emerging practice of
neuromarketing:
The science and practice of neuromarketing offer valuable insight into
how people are influenced by — and
react to — the advertisements and
other messages they see and read.
It’s imperative, though, that market-

Celebrating the spirit of giving this holiday season, PRSA Tampa Bay members
volunteered their time Dec. 9 at Metropolitan Ministries, a Tampa organization
dedicated to the homeless and those at risk of becoming homeless. Helpers,
decorated and sorted donated food and toys in the holiday tent before heading
downtown to Fly Bar for a holiday social.
ers understand the possible impact of
their messages, whether intended to
be explicitly understood by the consumer or, in the case of neuromarketing, subconsciously absorbed.

Clearwater Hires NYC PR

The Advertising Research Foundation’s efforts to develop industrywide
neuromarketing standards will go a
long way toward understanding how
this combination of science, technology and traditional marketing works.
Advancements in technology have
given marketers exciting, often highly
successful methods of reaching and
influencing consumers. But for each
new technology, there is a need for
proper research to establish ethical
practices and standards.

The $164,000 contract was inked in
late October.

Gary D. McCormick
Manhattan, Nov. 15

source: Tampa Bay Business Journal

The writer is chairman and chief
executive of the Public Relations
Society of America.
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The city of Clearwater has hired New
York City agency Imagine Global
Communications to handle marketing
and PR.

A panel of tourism industry professionals from the community along
with city staff selected the agency,
said Bob Clifford, president and chief
executive officer of the Clearwater
Regional Chamber of Commerce.
The two-year contract with Imagine
has an option for a third year. A performance review is scheduled for the
end of each year.

